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‘Uncharted territory’ for pot tax
MEASURE A » After 72% voter approval, county enters
phase of processing cannabis permits, setting ‘fair’ rates
By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

Setting fair and stable tax
rates and assisting about
2,000 displaced marijuana growers were among the issues facing Sonoma County a day after
voters approved a cannabis

business tax that will initially
raise more than $6 million to
cover the costs of regulating the
newly legal pot industry.
A whopping 72 percent of
voters approved Measure A on
Tuesday, allowing the county
to collect up to 10 percent of the
revenues from marijuana grow-

ers and other businesses, including dispensaries and manufacturers of an increasing array
of cannabis-based products.
The local vote followed California’s passage of Proposition 64, legalizing adult use of
marijuana in November, and
the Board of Supervisors’ adoption a month later of zoning
rules that allow commercial
pot cultivation on agricultural
and industrial land outside the

county’s nine cities.
But the critical details of
cannabis regulation have yet
to be determined as the county
enters what Board Chairwoman Shirlee Zane on Wednesday
called “uncharted territory.”
“Today is the beginning of
phase two,” Zane said, referring to
the term county officials applied
to what comes after the zoning
measure and taxes are in place.
With the tax revenue stream

assured — more than $6 million a
year is expected at initial proposed
rates — the county plans to begin
accepting permit applications
July 1 from growers and other
businesses, enabling them to line
up for licenses that are supposed
to be available from state regulators Jan. 1, 2018. Had the tax been
rejected by voters, the county said
it would indefinitely postpone the
TURN TO TAX » PAGE A2

SURVEY » HEALTHY OPTIONS LESS PROMOTED

Candy, cigarette ads rise
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Opposition by hospitals
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health law uphill battle
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HEALTHY OPTIONS: Produce manager Jaime Rodriguez stocks a table filled with fruits and vegetables Wednesday in front of Camacho Market in Roseland. In the past
two years, 14 out of 17 stores in a survey conducted by the County Department of Health Services have seen improvements in quantity and quality of fresh produce.

Marketing for
fruits, veggies
decreases; but
fewer ‘little
cigars’ sold

By MARTIN ESPINOZA
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

S

torefront advertising of unhealthy products
such as cigarettes, candy and other junk food
has increased in Sonoma County, while ads
for healthy food have decreased in the past three
years, according to a new public health survey.
The survey, which was presented by the County Department of Health Services at a press event
in Santa Rosa on Wednesday morning, assessed

the availability and marketing of both healthy
and unhealthy products in 142 local stores. The
first time the survey was conducted was in 2013.
The number of stores with storefront advertising of healthy products fell from 15.1 in 2013 to
11.3 percent in 2016. The number of stores with
storefront ads for unhealthy products rose from
69.8 percent to 73.9 percent, the survey found.
Meanwhile, the availability of e-cigarettes rose

WASHINGTON — Influential
groups representing hospitals
and nurses came out on Wednesday against a Republican bill to
repeal and replace the Affordable Care Act, joining doctors
and the retirees’ lobby to warn
that it would lead to a rise in the
uninsured.
In a letter to lawmakers, major hospital groups wrote, “As
organizations that take care
of every individual who walks
through our doors, both due to
our mission and our obligations
under federal law, we are committed to ensuring health care
coverage is available and affordable for all.”
The groups, including the
American Hospital Association,
the Association of American
Medical Colleges, the Catholic
Health Association of the United States and the Children’s
Hospital Association, said they
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Strikers show economic clout
WOMEN’S DAY » Rallies paint
world red to highlight rights
issues; in US, some skip work
By ERRIN HAINES WHACK
ASSOCIATED PRESS
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House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi, center, joins fellow Democrats on
Capitol Hill on Wednesday in honor of International Women’s Day.
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PHILADELPHIA — Many American
women stayed home from work, joined
rallies or wore red Wednesday to demonstrate how vital they are to the U.S. economy, as International Women’s Day was
observed with a multitude of events

RANCH COTATE EVACUATED: Campus cleared
after bomb threat sent to Rohnert Park high
school; police working to ID suspects / A3

around the world.
The Day Without a Woman protest in
the U.S. was put together by organizers of
the vast women’s marches that drew more
than 1 million Americans the day after
President Donald Trump’s inauguration.
The turnout on the streets this time was
much smaller in many places, with crowds
often numbering in the hundreds. There
were no immediate estimates of how
many women heeded the call to skip work.
“Trump is terrifying. His entire ad-
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